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Gadgetryaplanes

Q3. How
many

solutions does Ax: I have? O, 1 or as

man rem

Q2. Given 4general lines in Q4,
how many

lines intersect all 4? I.

&-



usingSchmert calculus answers questions aboutline algebra amrics.

/I I
geometry partitions,
ofplanes, representation permutatione

vector spaces, algebra, tableaux,

frags polynomials
words

S

puzzles...

E:Q2
becomes:

How many ways
can we fill in 1 by (1,2,3,4)

24 Two
such thatentries increase ot? Ans:2" 13 I

-



Susesand flags
-

A k.din't verypace
VSD"can be described as the row span

-

of a kan matrix:

v =or (i)it)
row span

3Thatis, full rank kanmatrices- (Kodinil subspaces V =(r):=GrCK,n).
⑲kn This is called the Grasmian,



The entries Xij are called stirlyoordinates and they are not
unique:

I I
I 000 -Y4

I1!:e.g.
swups 88 0 Yz

⑧ b 0 14

row(A) - rov (g.AL, geGLk.
&
left-multiply now operations.

:Grlkin)
-

Gilfull-rank kan matrices;



lare
-

-

Rak:

resistaniethrough I
ofC.

Runningexample:Gr(2,4) = 9 dim I subspaces in 143: (lines in 47.
(3D space)



Smytcellvarieties

Regll:Every matrixis now equivalentto a unique matrixin Crowl echelon form:

0 I *0*o* A K with 0's leftofpivots
0 01 *0 * K -e.g. I 0800001xx I and in pivotcolumns.

-

I
pivot columns 247

=(123) +(124)
-

leftmostpossible

x:124:Aa "agydiagum or interpartition.

To
my

check:det24t is the leftmostnonzer maximal minor.

~ unchanged by now operations).



Note:mostmatrices reduce to the form

I 0 0 ....... K x =(000[ 0 b 0 X *I
0 o I *....... number ofstars =k(n - k)
-

m-k

( detin 40)

We call Xi=(subspaces Ve GrCk.n):dets...) + xis leftiel40 del],

a (Grassmannian) Scullycell.

The closure Xx =Y is a (Grassmannian) Sclyet verity.



Facts: ·GrCk.n) =1 XY complexcell structure on GrCk.2).

=1
kx(n-k)

· X, C
knok7 - 6x1, (x):#boxes (x)

Thatis, codin (X,)=121. Why we index

· Xx =Ixi Y with partitions!

3m

Thee



5:Gr(2,4)
=92 dinil subspaces of94] (lines IPin IP projective space).

·*
Schlyert streation: lines containing

a certain point

((:i=i) -(0,983) E
I * *0 I . -
000 I

As x +c -x:I I

(iii) - (t) [!]-(8::i)
x =x) - x =A x =A

x =4
!) XS"n xa a specific

-geneal lines meeting line!
lines

a certain line x
=()

* lines in a certain
y ·int

plane P2sP3 of Gr(2,4).



As the example suggests, a Schubertvariety prescribes how

the kplane meets certain other planes.

By:A comelyflag to in D is a sequence
of subspaces

sas... smer, dine....
28:Xx (50)

=[subspaces V such thatdim (Vn5i)(n-k+i-x;Y
="For X,(5.)

fact:"Echelon form" Xy using the "standard reverse flag":
-

5.:(e):Lenens
....Sen, ., e.):e



Crash course:Corology aunting

The comoryring 16*(Grck.n)) is a graded ring thatlets us count

solutions to geometry problems.

Elements: eqmilceclasses
of formal sums ofclosed subvarieties

-

-

Es xs Grlkn i orches (Xx
if Xdeforms continuously to Y in Grck,n) mo (X7=[i].

Ring structure: 1:formal sum/union
S

-

· :If X, Y =GrCkin) intersectmyersely,

(x). [i):[xni]."enables enumerative geometry!



*Elines through graylines L, ha, 43, (n)?Gr(2,4)

- Slines through his lines through (23 n [...]v(--- 2n)
[Xs]. (xs] (s) (Xs]

:[Xs]" (this is transverse ifL.,..., Ly are general) -

⑦ Pityral:1.s=E is obtained by adding a box toi

I staying in J.)
n- k

1.5.S:((
+x)..

:(A +A). **

~2 o cohomology class ofa point.2 points in Gr(2,4).



E:Calculate5" in 16
* (Gr(3,67).

#

Ans:5points.

456354



Sat:A* (GrCk.ni) =
0 2.[X]

* Every class in H*is equire
x =" to a sum of(Xx7's.

In particular, (Xx]. [X] =[ n (Xr]
Vi

(v) =(x) +M),
v =I14) A*is graded by cedimension)

for some structure stants are72,0
-

counting certain intersections!

Jewelof conigatorics:Explicit
combinatorial formulas for c



Sowapolynomials

These theorems are shadows ofa pormialmodel for *(Grck.n)):

Theorem:There is a subjective ring map
-

Sk

-(X., ...,x] -xH*(G-(knI),

Ring of symmetric polymials

sending the Sarnomial 5x(xn-,X)
- (Xx].



Many formulas existfor the Schor polynomial, the most used

one is as follows.

Def:A senitandard wrytableau
ofshape isis a filling of

-

by natural numbers, such thatrows really increase -get on

als strictly increase mis
The weight of Tis xY: =x*3' x*2....

4:
??23 weightx

=
xxxx x4



&:yx=Ex*
↑Semislandard,

shap x, entries k

$:S(X,x,x) =xix2 +xx +x,x2 +2x,xx +x,x3 +xx3

2 3 is is is is is
1 1 b

ex:S)(x...., xx):
the dth emergentry symmetric popogmial

:I Xi Xin"Xia
i,i2..i = k



Mntyplying

Piryule:Sy.SysEsy over all is obtained by adding
d boxes to Xin differentrows
-

Si:4S -----... different columns

55:(. =(y +AA:



③Littlewood sighardsonryle:TM=iw
where in* balot tableaux ofsham w/Ames of weight ()

<deletex) &?,ets
bet:We say a semistandard tablean T is ballotor IR if:

send

S
lead the entrics: estart
At every step, we require III's #2's , #3's....



:Asballot As bot
11212
~

1132

E:You try:
outer stap
f

A
C

M &

·S. 3.A, At

inner content:

Shape two l's,
one 2.


